CLEANERS – POLISHES

PPC AIRCRAFT CLEANERS
FORMULA 2™ CLEANER/PROTECTANT
PERFECT DETAIL™ SURFACE ENHANCER

Perfect Detail™ is the nation’s leading choice for
producing “wet look” shine! A light mist instantly produces maximum depth of gloss and flawless glassy
brilliance on clear coat, black, and all other paint
finishes. It works especially well on all other nonporous surfaces (such as chrome, glass, etc.) while
lightly cleaning and accenting soft surfaces such
as vinyl, rubber, and leather. For engine detailing
Perfect Detail™ can’t be beat! Perfect Detail™ is anti-static and slippery,
enabling it to resist dust, dirt, and abrasion better than any product.
18 Ounces....................................................P/N 09-00165............$14.50
1 Gallon........................................................P/N 09-00166............$62.95

BELLY WASH™ DEGREASER

Water-based BellyWash™ is highly concentrated for
versatility and cost-effectiveness in any aircraft surface maintenance situation. It can be applied in any
manner – spray, brush, wipe, power washer, etc. –
and can be diluted with water by as much as 80:1 for
routine cleaning in commercial application. Stubborn
stains are dissolved almost on contact using full
strength Belly Wash™, making it perfect for keeping troublesome aircraft
bellies and wheel well areas in like-new condition. When used to remove
concealing grime and petroleum-based residues form the aircraft engine
area, Belly Wash™ makes it possible to perform a more thorough
inspection when checking for potential maintenance problems.
18 Ounces....................................................P/N 09-00168............$16.75
1 Gallon........................................................P/N 09-00169............$76.75

WING CLEAN™ LEADING EDGE CLEANER

One major performance factor the aircraft owner/
operator can improve upon is complete removal of all
parasitic drag resulting from impacted air debris on the
leading edges. Wing Clean™ is specifically formulated
to both safely and effectively dissolve the problem.
Wing Clean’s™ water-based non-solvent “spray-soakrinse” application dramatically improves an aircraft’s
flight-ready condition. Routine use of Wing Clean™,
in series with PPC’s Perfect Detail™ and/or Prestige
Protective Polish, produces a microcellular separation barrier on leading
edge surfaces, making future bug removal a progressively easier task.
18 Ounces....................................................P/N 09-00170............$14.70
1 Gallon........................................................P/N 09-00171............$46.65

CRUD REMOVER™

Crud Remover – made with water – is an environmentally safe replacement for heavy-duty petroleum
cleaning solvents. It’s extremely powerful degreasing
and defatting abilities enable it to dissolve diesel fuel,
soot, and oily deposits on contact, grease and heavy
grime in seconds, and virtually any stain from any surface – including cloth – in a matter of seconds! It also
loosens bolts. It can be applied in any manner – spray,
brush, wipe, or soak – and simply rinses off with water.
18 Ounces......................P/N 09-00172............$14.50
1 Gallon..........................P/N 09-00173............$52.75

AERO GLAZE DRY
WASH & POLISH

Aero Glaze is a high-grade protector and restorer.
Removes oxidation, fuel stains, soil, insects and
exhaust deposits. Aero Glaze retards corrosion,
resists stains and prevents paint deterioration.
1 Pint..............................P/N 13-00030-1.........$44.50
1 Gallon..........................P/N 13-00030..........$128.75

CARBON X CLEANER /
DEGREASER

Water soluble, biodegradable, non-flammable, nontoxic concentrate, that can be used in penniesper-gallon dilutions to outperform other cleaners.
Approved for use as aircraft exterior surface cleaner:
Douglas Aircraft CSO #1; Boeing D6-17487 Revision
L. *When used according to label instructions, this
product is approved for use in USDA Inspected Meat
and Food Processing Facilities.
1 Gallon..........................P/N 13-00029............$44.50
Prices Subject to Change Without Notice - Valid as of June 3, 2022.

Formula 2™ Cleaner/Protectant is a chemically
unique multipurpose liquid which thoroughly cleans,
beautifies, and protects all leather, rubber, vinyl,
and finished wood products in one easy step with no
greasy film! Due to its unique chemistry, Formula
2™ can also be used on painted and plastic surfaces. When applied sparingly to such surfaces it
dries to a slick smooth, invisible coating resistant to
mud, fingerprints, food splatters, soap scum, water
spotting, etc. On leather, rubber, and vinyl Formula 2™ first dissolves
away imbedded grime, then penetrates and softens the material to give
it new life and flexibility, at the same time providing a lustrous, weatherresistant finish to prevent future deterioration.
20 Ounces....................................................P/N 09-00174............$15.60

EASY™ ALUMINUM POLISH

Easy™ Aluminum Polish is a unique liquid formula that produces a “mirror-like” shine in seconds on smooth aluminum, magnesium, stainless, brass, nickel, etc. Its ability to melt oxidation
and simultaneously bring up the metal’s true brilliance can’t be
matched by any other polish. The application of Easy™ allows
its exclusive acrylic polymer barrier to “lock” onto the metal’s
polished surface to resist staining, tarnish, and weathering
effects indefinitely. The fine “mirror” finish can easily be maintained with a quick “touch up” application of product as desired.
8 Ounces.....................................P/N 09-00177............$14.50

REAL™ WHEEL CLEANER

Real™ Wheel cleaner is the first detergent-based
single product able to clean brake dust and corrosion
from any type wheel in seconds! It works on contact
to remove corrosion from older unfinished or neglected metals (aluminum, copper, brass, bronze, zinc)
and is great for antique restoration. Real™ Wheel
Cleaner’s exclusive detergent action saves both time
and money when detailing any vehicle.
18 Ounces......................P/N 09-00178............$12.80

NATURALLY NEW™ TIRE DRESSING

Naturally New™ Tire Dressing utilizes PPC’s advanced
water-based polymer technology to produce an effective,
cost-efficient dressing that actually protects rather than
destroys the integrity of the sidewall. Naturally New™
exactly describes the lustrous sheen imparted on contact
with this instant action formula. The dry, semi-permanent
barrier is both water repellent and resistant to dust, dirt
etc. Naturally New™ Tire Dressing adds maximum beauty
while conditioning to keep that “new tire” look during the
treadlife of the tires.
18 Ounces.................................P/N 09-00179............$12.50

CAVU UV PROTECTANT CLEANER /
POLISH 14 OZ

Aviators of all experience levels recognize the importance of
unobstructed vision to the safety of flight. That’s where CAVU
- UV Protectant Cleaner and Polish really shines through. Its
unique formula is optimized for all kinds of aircraft surfaces:
Windscreens, LCD screens, traditional “steam” gauges,
aluminum surfaces, plastic panels, painted surfaces, vinyls,
and more....................................P/N 09-04611............$10.50

BIG ORANGE PLUS

A citrus scented degreaser and cleaner designed for the
aircraft industry. This surface degreaser is non-irritating
but will remove heavy encrustations. Big Orange Plus combines solvent power with an emulsifier system that removes
SKYDROL, hydraulic fluids, fuel stains. exhaust soot.
1 Gallon...................................P/N 13-00031............$42.85

FLEET WASH

Fleet Wash aircraft wash and wax is an effective cleaner that
leaves a wax-like surface on the washed aircraft. Contains a
high percentage of W-300. Fleet Wash leaves a high luster,
water-repellent surface which helps to repel dust.
1 Gallon...................................P/N 13-00032............$43.75
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